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PubMan is a Web Application Based on eSciDoc
 Future repository of the Max Planck Society for managing, 
disseminating and re-using publications and research data
 eSciDoc
 Joint activity of Max Planck Digital Library (MPDL) in Munich and 
Fachinformationszentrum (FIZ) in Karlsruhe
 Development of an Open Source eResearch environment
 PubMan is one of currently four applications based on the
eSciDoc infrastructure
 Open Source software with a growing community
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The eSciDoc Infrastructure
 Service-oriented architecture (SOA), based on a Fedora 
Commons platform
 Characterized by a set of loosely connected services:
 Persistent identification
 Automatic versioning
 Digital long-term preservation
 Validating service
 Transformation service
 Data aquisition service
 Standardized interfaces such as OAI-PMH, SWORD, SOAP, 
RSS or REST
You want to get more information about eSciDoc? Visit our BoF session here in Madrid! 
Wednesday 7th, 17:30 – 19:00, Room Reino Unido A
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PubMan Functionalities
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http://www.eoi.es/savia
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CoNE Service – Integrated Management for Named Entities
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One Source – Multiple Re-Use Options
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The Integration of PubMan Data into Local Websites
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The Integration of PubMan Data into Wordpress Blogs
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Two Further Examples of Re-Using PubMan Data
in Wordpress Blogs
http://sengbusch.blogs.mpdl.mpg.de
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http://ldh.livingsources.org
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PubMan Brings Benefits for …
 Scholars:
 Enhance the visibilty of their scientific work
 Link publication and research data
 Institutes:
 Create dynamic views for web-publishing
 Generate organizational or research-specific compilations and 
reports
 Research Organizations:
 Provide a tool for Open Access publishing
 Maintain their digital memory in a trusted repository
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Links
 PubMan Live Server: http://pubman.mpdl.mpg.de/
 PubMan Demo Server: http://test-pubman.mpdl.mpg.de/
 Login: demo
 Password: demo
 PubMan Portal at the MPDL MediaWiki CoLab: 
http://colab.mpdl.mpg.de/mediawiki/Portal:PubMan
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Thank You for Your Attention!
Questions?
